


 

 









040918 Tanner
From: Victoria Tanner < >
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2018 12:59 PM
To: info@boston.bbb.org; AGO - CAP
Subject: FORMAL COMPLAINT AGAINST BERLIN CITY KIA WILLISTON VT

Hello,

My name is Victoria Tanner and I just wanted to let you guys know about the god
awful experience I had with Berlin City Kia of Williston Vermont. I contacted
them
back in December about a car I found online that I was interested in buying, the
first
issue with them would be their false advertising online. They take pictures
straight off
the internet, showing a car fully loaded with features when in reality that isn’t
even
the same car they are selling. It’s the same make and model but doesn’t have any
of
the features the pictures of the car they claim to be the one you are buying,
this is a
minor detail in the grand scheme of how horrendous this business is. I made the
STUPID mistake (yes it was my fault) of believing that the car I saw in the
pictures
would be the car that I was buying, how wrong was I. So I signed papers for this
car I
wasn’t really happy with (not a smart move for a  trying to navigate
the
world, I know, HARD lesson learned), made sure the tires were the same size as
tires
I had to put on the car, was told by the salesman Chris Utton that everything was

correct and the proper size, he was wrong. He told me my tires were 17 inches
when
in reality they were 15, again a SMALL issue in the grand scheme of things. I had
the
car for ONE day before I expressed how unhappy I was with my purchase, luckily
they offered a 3 day or 200 mile return policy. I bought the car on a Thursday
night,
by Friday night I was messaging the dealer wanting to return it, since it was
Friday
night and the dealership is over 3 hours from my house I had no option to return
it
Friday, Saturday I had to work all day and by the time I got out I wouldn’t have
made
it to the dealership in time to return the car, Sunday they were closed, Monday
happened to be New Years day so naturally they were closed, turning my 3 day
window to return the car now into a one day (Saturday, which I had to work), they

offered me no extension for me returning the car even though 2/3 days they were
closed all they said was if I came up to the dealership Tuesday morning (had
bought
the car the previous Thursday evening) they would ‘try to see if they could find
anything else on their lot that I wanted’. So this is where my real nightmare
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040918 Tanner
with
Berlin City Kia of Williston Vermont begins.
I drove over 3 hours to get to their dealership, at this point wanting to return
the car
and go home, shockingly they would not allow this since my ‘3 day return policy’
had
run out (even though 2 of those day they were CLOSED) and acted like they were
doing me a favor by doing this, when they sold me a falsely advertised car, but
thats
besides the point. I gave them a list of all the feature I REQUIRED and they
tried to
bully me into any car they could pull out. I came in for a Kia Forte EX, which
it’s no
surprise they didn’t have, they tried to sell me a Hyundai Sonata, Toyota Corolla
and
then pulled out Kia Soul that they basically tried to badger me into, not
listening to the
multiple times I said THIS IS NOT WHAT I WANT. The sales manager thought that
talking over me when I was speaking was going to bully me into settling for
another
car I hated, which it didn’t. I ended up finding a 2012 Kia Rio which had all the

features I wanted, after continuously telling them what I wanted, it was much
cheaper
than the Forte I was returning so of course they were not happy about that, at
this
point I could care less I am regretting even coming to this dealership. Hours
later we
finally get the payments where they need to be, accept the offer of an extended
warranty through the company and my dumb self orders a $600 roof rack through
them too. We sign the papers, ask them not the register the car because I live in
New
York and want to register it myself, which they don’t listen to, go ahead and
register
the car for me and charge me $400 for!!!! Something that would have maybe cost me

$150 to do myself, which I ASKED THEM NOT TO DO! At this point I never want
to see anyone from this dealership again because they have been so incompetent
about
the whole situation, little do I know how incompetent they truly are.
When I sign my papers I make sure to find out what bank I am financing through
and
when my first payment is due, 45 days from January 2 when this new loan was
signed,
no problem, middle of February my first payment is due. Funny thing is in the
next 45
days I never received a single piece of paper from the bank or Berlin, no bill,
no
nothing. So being the responsible person I am the day my payment was due I called

the bank to make sure they had all of my information correct to send my mail.
You’d
imagine the surprise I got when I called the bank to find out they had no open
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accounts for me for anything let alone an auto loan. So, naturally I have to call
 Berlin
to find out what the issue is. NOBODY AT BERLIN CITY KIA HAS ANY IDEA
WHAT IS GOING ON, WHERE MY LOAN PAPERWORK IS AND WHY IT
WASN’T PROCESSED. So, I have all of my PERSONAL INFORMATION
FLOATING AROUND SOMEWHERE WITH SOMEONE IN THAT OFFICE BUT
NOBODY KNOWS WHERE OR WHO. This is when I hit my wits end with these
people and lose it. They lost my loan paperwork, claim the finance manger Lisa
who I
signed my paperwork was no longer working for their company, okay I singed my
paperwork 45 days ago WHERE IS IT? It takes Berlin almost a week to call me back,

and when Dedrick the sales manager finally decides he’s ready to call me back he
acts
like its NO BIG DEAL, that they misplaced my loan paperwork and tells me he can’t

find it and that is something that ‘happens more than I would think’…okay.…funny
thing is I had everything saved from day one, THANK GOD. Before I even talked to
Dedrick, I get a UPS package from Berlin City Kia who is sending me new LEGAL
LOAN DOCUMENTS (through the mail may I add) without even consulting me
about any of the information, who the bank is, what the interest rate is, how
much the
payments are, they don’t consult me over ANY of the new information in the new
loan they think I am going to sign no problem. I compare the original loan that I
did
sign with the new loan. I can’t put into words how GROSSLY ALTERED the new
loan was. They charged me hundreds of dollars more the same exact extended
warranty, my interest rate when up SIGNIFICANTLY, the over all loan amount went
up, charged me 8% sales tax when my county is only 7% and charged me as much as
the state of Vermont would allow them to for GAP insurance ($798 I still have
every
single paper from day one from these people if you’d like to see it) and then
wondered
why I was a raving lunatic when I FINALLY hear from the sales manager, a week and

a new loan later. When I break down every discrepancy in the two loans naturally
Dedrick gets defensive, saying he’s only trying to help me and blah blah blah, to

which I reply I don’t think you can help me anymore considering you are charging
me
EVERY SINGLE PENNY POSSIBLE for this car, which YOU GUYS screwed the
paperwork up on, naturally he wasn’t taking ANY accountability for or offering my

any compensation or apology for their royal mistake. I get people make mistakes
it’s
part of life, what I don’t get and won’t tolerate is when a business makes a
mistake
and then tries to act like it was the consumers fault which is what Berlin City
Kia is
GREAT at.
Once I informed Dedrick and the GENERAL MANAGER (who’s name I can’t
remember now I have dealt with so many of them from Berlin) I was not signing the
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new loan because of the gross discrepancies, they tried to insinuate that I STOLE
their
car (HAHA) when I was the one who called them to let them know of the missing
account information(which until I called they had NO IDEA ABOUT) , they turned
the situation around completely on me, saying that the bank wouldn’t finance my
original loan (which is a total crock because I applied for a auto loan at the
SAME
BANK with my co-signer independent of the dealership and got approved no
problem, actually for a cheaper interest rate than what the dealer quoted me at
the
SAME BANK with the SAME INFORMATION AND CO-SIGNER, shady?). They
are trying to tell me that MY income that wouldn’t finance the car (this car I
bought
was HALF of the price on a car I financed no problem in the past so I KNOW my
income is not a problem, nor is my credit because my co-signer has FANTASTIC
credit, so this was just another excuse from Berlin for dropping the ball and
being a
total scam). Okay so, here we are now in March when I drove the car off their lot

January 2, 2018. I am getting sick of dealing with the dealership and their lies
completely at this point so I explore my options and decide on taking out a loan
through a credit union myself behind the dealers back, had my bank cut them a
check
for the total price of the car (a little more than eight thousand) which they
naturally
send a driver right away to come collect, the only thing I need from them is
paperwork voiding ANY and ALL legal documents they have of mine, which we
signed and got and MY SPARE SET OF KEYS! When I bought the car the little
green tag on the keys (which I do still have and will attach pictures of) with
the VIN
of the car and all the info says that there are 2 sets of keys with the car. OF
COURSE
I AM STILL FIGHTING TO GET MY SPARE KEYS. As I write this ungodly long
letter, to you it is April 9, 2018 and I still don’t have my spare set of keys
from Berlin
City Kia, which I requested from them the BEGINNING OF MARCH. When I
contacted my salesman initially for the keys he told me (SHOCKER) ‘they couldn’t
find them in the store so someone must have already sent them out to me.’ okay,
thats
a total crock. How come a big corporation continuously looses important things
like
LOAN PAPERWORK and SPARE KEYS? I’m just mind blown by the whole
situation and sick still dealing with it, as I just received my titled last week
which has
the ORIGINAL LEAN HOLDER FOR THE PAPERWORK THEY NEVER
PROCESSED ON THE TITLE!!! So now, not only does Berlin City Kia have a check
for the FULL PRICE of my car, they have their end but I don’t have my spare set
of
keys. Why does a company need keys to a car they sold and have their money for? I

don’t owe them ANYTHING, I don’t finance my car through them AT ALL and now
it’s no surprise that no one wants to respond to my texts or emails inquiring
about my
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spare set of keys. I just want my set of keys I am entitled to and know that some

stranger in a shady corporation doesn’t have access to my car, I don’t see why
they
won’t send me them if they have them and if they have misplaced them it’s their
own
fault and owe me a spare set of keys. That’s literally the only motive I have in
this
email is getting my spare set of keys without having to pay $500 out of my own
pocket for keys that I are entitled to, that and letting someone who should know
about
shady, scammer businesses know. It makes me wonder how many other people have
blindly signed two or three loan contracts through Berlin at grossly altered
rates. I’m
not sure what if anything can be done about me getting my spare keys at this
point I
don’t know what else to do but reach out to outside sources about the problems
because now that Berlin has their check for my car of course they can’t be
bothered to
respond to me. Not saying I have been the easiest or best customer but I will say
with
100% certainty that I was not rude or short with them until all the nonsense
started
and they began treating me like I was an incompetent idiot who had no idea what
she
was doing. By their assumptions I am stupid it lost them thousands of dollars on
my
sale, my warranty and everything else extra they tried to charge me for because I

ended up finding a cheaper rate with the same warranty through my credit union
but I
still want my spare set of keys and just to be done with them! Since they are
no longer responding to my inquiries about my spare set of keys I didn’t know who

else to contact. Thanks for your time.

Regards,
Victoria Tanner
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051018 Andrews
From: heather andrews 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:23 AM
To: AGO - CAP
Subject: Andrews - Resending this form Fwd: CAP Complaint Confirmation

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: consumer@uvm.edu
Date: April 26, 2018 at 11:45:17 AM EDT
To: 
Subject: CAP Complaint Confirmation
The Form was submitted, this is the list of values it contained.
Your First Name
Heather
Your Last Name
Andrews
Confirmation Number
WB18-00416
Your E-Mail Address

Your Daytime Phone
8027344450
Daytime Phone Type
Mobile
Your Age

I am a...

What is the name of your business?

Your Mailing Address

Your City
Milton
Your State
VT
Your Zip Code
05468
Your Alternate Phone

Alternate Phone Type
Mobile
Is your complaint about:
An automobile dealer
Business Name or Person's First Name
Berlin City Williston Vermont
Person's Last Name

Business Phone (1)
8028643905
Phone (1) Type
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Other
Business Phone (2)

Phone (2) Type
Other
Business E-Mail Address

Business Address
586 Marshall ave
Business City
Williston
Business State
VT
Business Zip Code
05495
Business Website/URL

Is your complaint about a vehicle you purchased?
Yes
What is the year of your vehicle?
2015
What is the make and model of your vehicle?
Mitsubishi Outlander
Is the vehicle new or used?
Used
Where did the vehicle receive its last state inspection?
February 2018
Inspection sticker number, date and color:
Red 2
When was the vehicle purchased?
Yes
What was the purchase price?
$14,490
Vehicle mileage at time of purchase:
26266
Current mileage on the vehicle:
31000
Did you receive a Buyer's Guide document with the vehicle?
Yes
Which of the following apply to the vehicle?
Other
Description
I was under the Impression that it was a good vehicle with a clean title so
the original factory warranty was still valid come to find out when I took
the vehicle in for servicing that it is a branded title that is not stated to me
or anywhere in any contract that I signed or that the original dealership as
in Berlin city has possession of me signing a paper saying that I know it’s
a branded title
Amount of loss:
$14,490
How would you like this matter to be resolved?

Please list any documents you have available related to this complaint (and
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051018 Andrews
attach copies at the end of this form, or mail/fax them to us)
Purchase/sales contract
Buyer's Guide
Warranty documentation
Finance contract
Repair Orders
Advertisement/solicitation
Please list the dates, amounts, transaction reference numbers and locations
for each wire transfer you sent by Western Union as a result of a scam.

Incident Date
Attachment
/media/forms/upload/Form_0eb9ce2a-ffed-441c-9a23-
b2b1dbe518e3/4097eabd-da4f-4f2b-8b00-e72a307b15ef/image.jpg
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

The following CAP complaint was submitted:

Brian

Campbell

WB19-00466

05477

Berlin City KIA of Williston

586 Marshal Ave

williston

VT

05495



berlincity.com

Confirmation Number
WB19-00462

followed up with Sales who pawned me off to service as they didn't know
what was done for the 150 point inspection. Service stated "we drove the car
and if nothing stood out then we didn't check it for real". We do not put it on
a lift and do all the things we are advertising that we do like alignment
within specs." Provided me with electrical test data I asked for specifically
(same data they should be showing customers to say they did the certified
pre-owned check list.) To advertise and state you do a 150 point certified
inspection and not do it is a lie. How is my transmission fluid, etc. if they
didn't look?

5/20/2019 12:00:00 AM
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